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Abstract: The Republic of Slovenia is one of the new independent European states which
emerged during the disintegration of multinational states in Central Eastern Europe. After an
independent Slovenia was founded, citizens of other Yugoslav republics found themselves
facing a new political system and a very uncertain position or were confronted with
dilemmas regarding their relationship to the newly emerging state. Next to these
communities, Slovenia also had to deal with the presence of minorities other than the postYugoslav ones – the autochthonous minorities of Italians and Hungarians, and also the
Romani minority. Since the very beginning the Slovenian political elite – with the strong
support coming from the Slovenian society – applied on the two types of minorities different
standards. In the article we compare and analyse the background, reasons and framework
behind the application of different political and legal policies regarding these two minority
groups in Slovenia. Another important goal of our comparative analysis is the research of the
contemporary position of diverse minority types within the Slovene state. We analyse the
legislature, political framework including the formation and priorities of minority politics, and
also issues regarding the integration of minorities into the Slovene society.
Key words: Republic of Slovenia; minorities; minorities rights; autochthonous minorities;
Italians; Hungarians; post-Yugoslav minorities

Introduction
The Republic of Slovenia is one of the new independent European states which emerged
during the disintegration of multinational states with a formal federative structure in
Central, South-eastern and Eastern Europe. The disintegration of multinational states such
as Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union together with intense strengthening of
ethnic-nationalist principles, a tendency towards unitarisation, and holistic tendencies
during the formation of politics within the so-called national interests and later towards
ostracizing aspirations to enforce alternative national state-building programs logically
became a subject for research of these processes mainly by the social sciences, including
political studies.
Apart from the specific case of Czechoslovakia, which the analytical studies of disintegration
processes in the post-communist region single out as a unique example of peaceful
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dismantling of a multi-national state, it is Slovenia which comparative studies debating
democracy and its benefits, or topics dealing with respect to minorities during the creation
of national state in central and eastern Europe, to be more precise, mention as an example
of a democratic country with a positive approach to minorities. On the other hand, these
studies, especially in the 1990s, repeatedly pointed out some significant diversions from the
generally positive outcomes of Slovene politics towards minorities in particular in connection
with the so-called post-Yugoslavian minorities. These were groups whose national and
linguistic identity was connected to some of the Yugoslav constitutive nations
(Montenegrins, Croatians, Macedonians, Muslims or Serbs) or the Albanian nation, which
was perceived as a non-constitutive national minority, or in some cases as Yugoslavs, i.e.
they identified with the transnational southern Slavic identity in the form the authoritarian
regime of Tito’s Yugoslavia tried to build it.2 These groups or individuals with the exception
of Albanians did not perceive themselves as minorities until the independence of Slovenia
and indeed they were not perceived as such, which is logical; they were members of a
constitutive nation of one of the Yugoslav republics and only secondly of the Yugoslav
federation. Their legal identity was also determined by the specific institute of dual
citizenship – primarily of their republic, and the Yugoslav, which was derived from the
citizenship of one of the Yugoslav republics (for more information see Balut – Cabada – Lajh,
2003).
After an independent Slovenia was founded, citizens of other Yugoslav republics found
themselves facing a new political system and a very uncertain position or were confronted
with dilemmas regarding their relationship to the newly energing state. At the same time the
Slovene government, which became the government of an independent state after Slovenia
left the Yugoslav federation, faced the question how to deal with the presence and status of
the newly emerging post-Yugoslav minorities.
Should we look at the minority issue in Slovenia in a more complex way, we would see that
the new state – referring to the Republic of Slovenia as a constitutive system of the
Federative and later on the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia – had to deal with the
presence of minorities other than the post-Yugoslav ones. We consider it very useful to
compare a minimum of two minority types – i.e. the so called post-Yugoslav ones at the one
hand and the ones whose existence within the newly established state have no direct
connection with the question of the founding, development, and dissolution of the Yugoslav
state – and analyse the background, reasons and framework behind the application of
different political and legal policies regarding these two minority groups. Such analysis is the
first goal of the present text. Another important goal of our comparative analysis is the
research of the contemporary position of diverse minority types within the Slovene state.
We will analyse the legislature, political framework including the formation and priorities of
minority politics, and also issues regarding the integration of minorities into the Slovene
society.
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The general aim of our paper is to confirm or refute the generally accepted ideas about the
Slovene minority’s typology shared by politicians and the professional public. We can find
three minority types within this typology: 1) autochthonous, or historical minorities, which
are concentrated on the Slovene territory by the borders with mother states, i.e. the
Hungarian or Italian minority; 2) the Roma minority or the Roma ethnic group; 3) other newage minorities, which are considered autochthonous and their presence in the political and
social system of the Republic of Slovenia is tied primarily to the historical existence and
dissolution of Yugoslavia. The three above-mentioned minority types are embodied in
different legislature, while some minorities of the third type in particular consider their
status inadequate and demand essential changes of the legislature which would recognise
their status, specific position and which in fact would put them on equal footing with the
first minority type, i.e. autochthonous minorities.

Development of contemporary population in Slovenia in the second half of the 20th
century
After WWII and the egress or expulsion of the majority of the population professing Italian
or German/Austrian identity, Slovenia became a significantly homogenous ethnic system
where up to 98% of the population were ethnic Slovenes. During the 1953 census 1.42
million of 1.47 million Slovenes stated Slovene nationality, the largest minorities being:
Croats (18 thousand), Serbs (11 thousand), and Hungarians (11 thousand). 3 Should we look
at the minorities which, apart from the Hungarian minority, hold a specific position and
privileges in contemporary Slovenia, 1,663 citizens stated Roma nationality and only 854
Italian nationality (interestingly, a similar number of people professed the Czech nationality:
exactly 807).
The Italian annexation of the western part of the contemporary Slovene territory, Italian
occupation of southern Slovenia during WWII (so called Province of Ljubljana, Provincia di
Lubiana), (and the annexation of regions in northern Slovenia, i.e. Carinthia and Styria by the
Third Reich), as well as post-war Italian–Yugoslavian disputes over the Trieste area and its
vicinity4 undoubtedly influenced the fact that a number of ethnic Italians did not admit their
national identity in the census. The results of the 1961 census also support this theory –
within eight years the number of people professing Italian nationality increased more than
threefold to 3,072. Nevertheless, Slovenia’s ethnicity remained very homogenous – 1.52
million of 1.6 million citizens professed Slovene nationality. In comparison with the 1953
population census the number of ethnic Hungarians slightly decreased (10,498), on the
contrary nearly twice as many people stated Croatian nationality (31,429) and Croatians
emerged as the most significant non-Slovene ethnicity in Slovenia. Serb ethnic group also
3
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slightly increased (13,609), which can be attributed to the increased post-war birth rate and
the total increase of the Slovene population. Nearly 3,000 people professed Yugoslav
national identity listed as an option in the census for the first time. The most remarkable
outcome of the census, however, was the ‘disappearance’ of the Roma ethnicity – only 158
people professed Roma nationality in Slovenia. A similar trend – i.e. the fact that Roma often
profess a different national identity – can be observed in Slovenia also in other population
censuses including the censuses conducted after 2000 (i.e. 2002, the results of the 2011
census were not known when this article was written), when some 3,000 people professed
the Roma nationality. However, according to qualified estimates over 10,000 Roma live in
Slovenia.
A strong ethnic homogeneity of the Slovene population began changing in the late 1960s
when Slovenia, as economically the most developed country of the Yugoslav Federation
became an attractive destination for immigrants from southern Yugoslav republics (Bosnia
and Herzegovina, including Serbia with the Kosovo Province, Montenegro and Macedonia).
The number of Serbs living in Slovenia doubled between the years 1971, 1981, and 1991
doubled or nearly tripled (20 thousand in 1971, 41.5 thousand in 1981, 47.5 thousand in
1991); the number of Muslims grew eight times between 1971 and 1991 (from 3,200 people
to 26,600 people). Despite the increase of the Montenegrin and Macedonian population
during the two decades of Yugoslavia’s existence before 1991 was not so significant in
absolute numbers – the Montenegrins from 2,000 to 4,300 and the Macedonians from 1,600
to 4,400 – we can see a very significant change in percentages similar to the increase of
Serbs and Muslims. This also applies to the Albanian minority – while 169 Slovene citizens
professed Albanian nationality in 1953, the number grew to 1,266 in 1971 and over 3.5
thousand in 1991. Croatians remained the largest minority whose absolute numbers
declined, however, during the 1980s: while in 1971 41.5 thousand Slovene citizens professed
Croatian nationality and 53.9 thousand ten years later, in 1991 the number of people
declaring Croatian nationality fell to 52.9 thousand. We assume one of the reasons of this
decline were a rather strong assimilation of Croatians in families with one partner/parent as
an ethnic Slovene (languages are similar as is the Catholic faith, children attended schools
where the teaching language was Slovenian etc.)
Let us add two more facts to complete the statistical data: The number of people declaring
themselves Yugoslav was still growing – in 1971 6.6 thousand people declared as such and
25.6 thousand people in 1981. However, in 1991 we note a visible decline, clearly connected
to the nationalisation of politics in Yugoslavia and its regions including Slovenia: the number
of Yugoslavs declined by one half during the last decade, when 12.1 thousand Slovene
citizens professed this nationality (let’s also note that 527 people professed Yugoslav
nationality in Slovenia in 2002). The second important fact, which we believe should be
mentioned, is the presence of persons whose national identity was not determined during
the population census or who did not wish to answer this question. Therefore, the
nationality of over 42 thousand Slovene citizens was not determined in 1991 (in 2002 this
number exceeded 126 thousand). In 2002, 49.5 thousand of the Slovene citizens chose not
to answer the question of national identity for the first time.
Thus we can see that the strong homogeneity of the Slovene population was intensely
disrupted during the 1960s by the immigration (mainly labour migrants) from other Yugoslav

republics (excluding Croatia). Nevertheless, a strong national homogeneity can be observed
at the end of the 1980s/beginning of 1990s, which, among other thigs, reflected in the
results of the December 1990 referendum on the withdrawal from the Yugoslav Federation.
“Total of 93.2% eligible electorate attended the plebiscite, 95% of which (or 88% of the 100%
eligible voters) expressed their consent with the independence.” (Cabada, 2005: 128).
Considering that 87.6% of the voters professed Slovene nationality (Harris, 2003: 308) we
can assume (no serious poll had been conducted during the referendum or within a
reasonable time period thereafter) that a very strong correlation exists between the Slovene
national identity and the expression of consent with independence for Slovenia. And that on
the contrary, citizens of Slovenia of other than Slovene national identity did not take part in
the referendum or voted against independence. The above-mentioned correlations created
a basis for stereotypisation of the so called post-Yugoslav minorities as the opponents of
Slovene independence by the Slovene public and part of the political elite especially during
the years following the independence of Slovenia (see below).

The 1974 legislative framework, its changes and the definition of a minority (minorities)
The Yugoslav federation experienced a period of constitutional experimenting between the
1940s and the 1970s, which was tied to the declared federative structure and key principles
connected thereto. Simply put these principles as follows: 1) one ideology which was the
Yugoslav version of Marxism based on the idea of the municipality’s/commune’s key role
and diminishing the role of the state with the exception of defence-security attributes (the
army but also the key industry fields); 2) general discrimination of small (less populous)
constitutive nations; 3) three equal languages of the constitutive nations – Macedonian,
Slovene, and Serbo-Croatian; 4) six equal constitutive nations – Montenegrins, Croatians,
Macedonians, Muslims, Slovenes, and Serbs; 5) six constitutive republics – Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia, Macedonia, Slovenia, and Serbia; 6) positive
discrimination of two autonomous regions of the Republic of Serbia – Vojvodina and Kosovo
and Metohija – at the federal level (for more information on the Yugoslav constitutionalism
see e.g. Kristan, 1982). All the above-mentioned principles were also incorporated in the last
Yugoslav constitution in 1974 and the derived constitutions of the republics.
Naturally, in theory, the principle of Yugoslavism, as promoted by the state led by Josip BrozTito, was also part of the above-mentioned principles. However, we cannot overlook that
strong disharmony existed between Tito and his denationalised Yugoslav identity on one
hand and the intellectual and political elites of the republics or constitutive nations
(dominantly Serb, Croatian, and Slovene) on the other hand.
It is very important for our analysis to concentrate on two basic questions relating to the
application of the outlined principles when differentiating between the majority and
minority. The first question relates to the definition of the majorities and minorities at the
federal and mainly at the republic level. The second question is how these definitions
projected into the legislature. With regard to the first question, the basic region on which
the difference between majority and minority was based was undoubtedly the republic, i.e.
one of the six republics constituting the federation. “For example the Serbs are a majority in
Serbia. Their majority status will not change while they live in Serbia even if they lived in an

enclave dominated by Croatians or Bosnian Muslims. Similarly, the minority is a numerously
inferior group within a republic dominated by another group, e.g. Serbs in Croatia.” (Massey,
Hodson and Sekulic, 1999: 673) This general rule applied to five constitutive republics where
it was possible to unambiguously determine a dominant nationality (Slovenes, Croatians,
Serbs, Montenegrins, and Macedonians); in the sixth one – Bosnia and Herzegovina – three
constitutive nations with the majority status existed lege artis (defined closer as ‘nonminorities’): Muslims, Serbs, and Croatians. Let us add that such differentiation between the
majority and minority meant that Serbs and Croatians were de facto part of a majority group
not only in the ‘native’ republic but also in Bosnia and Herzegovina; on the other hand,
Albanians were perceived as an ethnic (and non-constitutive) minority despite their clear
majority in the Serbian autonomous province of Kosovo and Metohija.
In our opinion we need to look at the second question – namely with regard to the
consequent dissolution of the state – primarily via the perspective of citizenship. The 1974
constitution introduced the model of dual citizenship – of the federation and the republic;
every Yugoslav citizen was therefore at the same time a citizen of one of the six constitutive
republics. However, the political rhetoric of the state leadership stressed the citizenship of a
republic as the key identification mark, while the Yugoslav citizenship as secondary, based on
the fact that a person is a citizen of one of the six Yugoslav republics. 5 The 1974 constitution
perceived migrants from one Yugoslav republic to another as citizens of the republic they
came from (children as citizens of the republic their parents came from). This means that an
absolute majority of migrants to Slovenia from other parts of Yugoslavia did not have a
Slovene citizenship.
At the moment of Slovenia’s separation from Yugoslavia it was necessary to set a model,
whereby a person would or would not be eligible to Slovene citizenship and the protection
and advantages connected thereto, as of the day of independence, i.e. 25 June 1991.
Generally speaking, the Slovene legislature faced a question how to deal with the existence
of dual citizenship, how to correctly react to the situation of the commencing war for
independence, in particular, when a fairly large part of the population in Slovenia was of
Yugoslav but not of Slovene origin. In this respect, the Slovene parliament adopted a
Citizenship Act (Zakon o državljanstvu), which stipulated that every citizen of the Republic of
Slovenia with a Slovene Republic citizenship within Yugoslavia would become a citizen of the
Republic of Slovenia. The Act further stated that every Yugoslav citizen with other than
Slovene republic citizenship could apply for Slovene citizenship if they were married to a
citizen of Slovenia and had lived in Slovenia for at least one year; applications concerning
other cases would be accepted only if the applicant had lived in Slovenia for at least ten
years.
Apart from the Citizenship Act the new Slovene parliament adopted a Foreigners Act (Zakon
o tujcih), the purpose of which was to set a legislature for the residence of citizens of other
countries in Slovenia. Article 81 of this Act was especially controversial, as it stated that
foreigners with a long-term residency, who participated in activities against the
independence of the Republic of Slovenia after 25 June 1991 would be deleted from the
permanent residency register, i.e. their permanent residency would be terminated. This step
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was carried out 26 February 1992. The Constitutional Court revoked this Article and ordered
appropriate bodies of the state administration to renew the registration of the affected
foreigners as permanent residents (Cabada 2005: p 143).
Thus we can see that the Slovene parliament – as well as other constitutional and public
administration bodies – proceeded against foreigners represented mainly by citizens of
other (post-) Yugoslav republics with fair amount of restriction during the first months and
years. The measures affected namely families of the Yugoslav National Army (YNA) officers
of non-Slovene origin, who refused to disobey the YNA after 25 June 1991; this step was
perceived as support of the YNA aggression against Slovenia. To a certain point the
restriction corresponded with the ‘social demand’ – aversion for ‘Southerners’ was during
the first half of the 1990s in particular fairly strong as, evidenced during the 1992
parliamentary elections where the Slovenian National Party gained 12%.6
The Slovene political representatives – with a strong support of the Slovene public – came to
the conclusion, during the constitutional debates in 199–1992, that there are three minority
types in Slovenia: autochthonous, ethnic, and non-autochthonous. The Italian and Hungarian
minorities were labelled autochthonous, the Roma ethnic. All these minorities are included
in the Slovene constitution from 1992 and the state applies positive discrimination towards
them (details and differences in the application of positive discrimination principle to
autochthonous minorities and ethnic minorities will be described and analysed below). All
other minorities are perceived as non-autochthonous and scattered7 and the constitution
does not mention them in any way. Even the fairly strong Croatian and Serb minorities
(between 2% and 3% of Slovenian citizens professed Serb and Croatian national identities in
1991) are therefore perceived by the Slovene legislature similarly as the Bulgarian or Czech
minorities. In the following part of the text we are going to try to find reasons and
arguments leading to such approach. Besides this we will show how the outlined minority
typology projected in the constitution, other legislative enactments and implementing
legislation.

Public and legislative categorisation of minorities in Slovenia during the process of forming
a sovereign state
As we have already hinted in the above text, problematisation of modern-day post-Yugoslav
minorities in Slovenia is very significantly related to the process of separation of Slovenia
from the Yugoslav federation and the public debate in Slovenia, or Yugoslavia at the end of
the 1980s/beginning of the 1990s. The Slovene (ethnic) public perceived the course and
results of the December 1990 referendum on the separation of Slovenia from Yugoslavia as a
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statement of a clear borderline or split-up within the Slovene society. The majority of
Slovenes with Slovene citizenship, supporters of democratic future of the country in the
1990 elections and separation from authoritarian Yugoslavia’s profile as a Greater Serbia on
the one hand, and citizens of other Yugoslav republics perceived as opponents of the
separation and therefore as a fifth column supporting Milosevic’s Greater Serbian solution to
the crisis of the Yugoslav federation.
Such a breakdown seems to be too black and white, however, we cannot overlook that the
dominant conflict zone took place at the Slovene–Serbian level while the attitude towards
the rest of the post-Yugoslav nations and ethnic groups could be ambivalent; the Slovenes
coordinated their separation activities with Croatia, showed their traditional positive
attitude towards the Albanians or rejection of the Serbian pressure on the Albanian
population in Kosovo. Also, external observers including scientists emphasised the main
division level as Slovene–Serbian. Authors analysing the five new post-Yugoslav republics
freshly after the dissolution considered it important for the stability of Slovenia – apart from
the orientation towards central Europe (see e.g. Büschenfeld 1992; Patterson 2003: p 121) –
that only 2.4% Serbian population lives in Slovene territory (Harris 2003: p 313). They also
emphasised the country’s strong homogeneity as a significant comparative advantage.8
As we reconstruct the stereotyping of the two ‘camp’ positions in the Slovene society (with a
substantial overlapping beyond the Slovene border caused by the existence of the Yugoslav
federation), we also cannot overlook the stereotyping of the political debate at the
Ljubljana–Belgrade level. The Slovene political elite and public stepped into the shoes of
democratic players threatened by the authoritarianism of the Belgrade leadership (we
consider this a fair assessment in view of the future development). ‘Belgrade’ – a term
containing nationalist and authoritarian Milosevic and the YNA leadership decided to oppose
any hints of Yugoslavia’s disintegration by force but also e.g. idealist and even naive
supporters of the Yugoslav transnational identity – labelled the Slovenes nationalist
chauvinists due to their refusal of financial aid redistribution to the so-called undeveloped
territory of southern Yugoslavia (while completely ignoring the ideological contradiction
between democracy being built in Slovenia and enduring authoritarianism at the central
level).
The Ten-Day War between the Slovenian Territorial Defence (and Slovenian people) and the
YNA (Belgrade) after the declaration of independence on 25 June 1991 further dynamised
and accentuated the above-mentioned stereotypes in a significant way. The Slovene
majority began to see the so-called ‘Southerners’ in terms of their alleged or real opposition
to Slovenia’s independence and their statements which were perceived as part of this
opposition (failure to place the international vehicle registration code SLO on car plates,
8
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reluctance to use the Slovene language, running and frequenting bars and restaurants of the
‘Southern’ type etc.) (For more information on ‘Southerners’ in Slovenia see Cabada, 2000).
The result is the fact that public opinion in Slovenia as well as the Slovene political elites
opposed the idea of recognizing special collective rights of immigrants from other republics
of the former Yugoslav federation. Let’s also note that the European Commission had
repeatedly pointed out the problem of post-Yugoslav minorities’ position during Slovenia’s
accession to the EU, mainly criticizing problems the immigrants face in obtaining a
citizenship, social and economic rights, and the negative attitude of officials towards
immigrants (see e.g. Klopčič – Komac – Kržišnik-Bukić 2003: p 293). We rather believe that
during the first years of Slovenia’s existence a certain antipathy towards citizens of the
former Yugoslavia was apparent not only in society but also in state administration bodies,
citing the opposition of these minorities against all ‘assimilation’ efforts by the authorities
(e.g. rejection of the Slovene language). However, the situation changed following pressures
from the EU authorities and Slovenia – compared to the majority of the European countries
– ensures a strong protection to its minorities. This fact stands out all the more when we, for
example, check the legislative and political framework for the position of the autochthonous
Slovene minority in Italy or Austria in accord with the reciprocity principle.
We also think that in connection with a relatively restrictive attitude to immigrants from
other Yugoslav republics the Slovene nation and its leaders wanted to pay closer attention to
protection of the rights of other than post-Yugoslav minorities to emphasise its democratic
sentiment and respect to global or European values with respect to protection of minorities.
We can therefore observe a tendency towards a strong positive discrimination of historical
minorities and the Roma minority from the outset of creating legislature for Slovenia as a
sovereign state. The result is a controversy between the elaborate legal protection of the
very small Italian, Hungarian, and Roma collective communities on the one hand and
political and legislative passivity towards a tenth of the Slovene population (Fink-Hafner and
Ramet 2006: pp. 41–2). This controversy is apparent and Slovene politicians repeatedly react
upon it by emphasizing differences in the typology of the minorities – the historical
autochthonous minority and the Roma minority must have a legal guarantee while the
situation of modern minorities can be solved in a different way, primarily on case-by-case
level.
The Slovene constitution from 1992 therefore expressively states three minorities protected
by Slovenia on a national level: two ‘autochthonous’ minorities – Hungarian and Italian
national communities (Article 64 of the Constitution) – and the Roma community in Slovenia
(Article 65 of the Constitution). Article 64 recognises the right of Hungarians and Italians to
use their national symbols, to found organisations to protect their national identities, to
develop all kinds of activities: economic, scientific, cultural, publishing, etc. Both
communities have the right to education in their mother tongue; the Constitution
guarantees for the law to establish which regions should ensure bilingual education. Both
communities are guaranteed the right to promote relations with their nations of origin and
their countries. Slovenia shall provide material support for the exercise of these rights.
Representation on the local administration level is ensured to both communities as well as
the National Assembly of the parliament.

Article 65 of the Constitution consists of a single sentence: “The status and special rights of
the Roma community living in Slovenia shall be regulated by law.” We can thus see that the
Roma are not mentioned in the Constitution as a national community. The separation from
national minorities itself indicates that the Slovene society and legislature perceive the Roma
as a specific phenomenon requiring specific solutions. The law law on the Roma ethnic
minority states that the Roma significantly differ from the majority of the population in their
way of life, values, and culture, and therefore must be treated according to specific criteria.

Application of legislative framework to minorities recognised by constitution
The brief clauses of Articles 64 and 65 of the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia were
transferred into political, administrative and public practice by a number of other legal
norms. The aim of this subchapter is to give a more complex idea and analysis concerning
the three minorities in Slovenia, recognised by the Constitution. We shall focus on both
certain statistical data (size of the minorities as they change in time, their location, specifics,
etc.) and the comparison of legal and institutional framework.
According to all population censuses since 1953, the Hungarian community is the largest of
them; however, the total number of Hungarians in Slovenia is steadily decreasing. In 1953,
11,000 people professed the Hungarian nationality and in 1991 only 8,000 (8,7209 people
stated Hungarian as their mother tongue), in 2002 it was only 6,243 people (7,713 people
stated Hungarian as their native language). But these data can be downplayed e.g. due to
the creation of specific lists of voters who want to take part in electing a Hungarian
representative to the lower chamber of the Slovenian parliament. In 2008, 7,063 people
registered in this specific voting unit; of course only people aged 18 and more, therefore we
can presume that the number of ethnic Hungarians or persons using Hungarian language as
their mother tongue one has stabilised in Slovenia.
The Hungarian minority lives mainly in northeast Slovenia in territories which were
separated from the Kingdom of Hungary after 1918 and annexed by Yugoslavia (these
territories were occupied by Hungary from 1941 to 1944); they were: Prekmurje with
Murska Sobota as its centre and Prlekija with Ljutomer as its centre (Cabada 2000: 247). The
majority of Slovene Hungarians is concentrated in five municipalities (Lendava, Dobrovnik,
Hodoš, Šalovci and Moravske Toplice). The umbrella organisation of the Slovene Hungarians
is the Prekmurje Hungarian Self-Governing National Community (Muravidéki Magyar
Önkormányzati Nemzeti Közösség). While the smaller Italian minority is ensured education
entirely in Italian, the law states a bilingual education for the Hungarian minority. According
to the latest data from the 2009/10 281 children attended bilingual Hungarian–Slovene preschools, 787 students went to bilingual elementary schools, 319 students went to the
bilingual secondary school in Lendava. An option of philological education in Hungarian
exists at the universities in Ljubljana and Maribor; apart from this approx. 50 Slovene citizens
of Hungarian nationality can study in Hungary every year under a bilateral agreement.
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The Prekmurje Hungarian Self-Governing National Community ensures an information and
cultural background for the Hungarian minority with the support of the state. Within RadioTelevision Slovenia (RTV Slovenija), a state-owned company, the Maribor studio broadcasts
more than 18 hours a day on a special radio channel in Hungarian and the television
broadcasts the Hungarian program Bridge (Mostovi – Hidak) lasting 30 minutes, 3–4 times a
week.
The Italian ethnic community is one of the smallest of the minorities protected by the
constitution; however, it is this community that enjoys the biggest legal protection and
advantages. In 1953 only 854 persons claimed Italian nationality growing to 3,072 in 1961
when the number of the Slovene Italians stabilised; 2,959 people professed Italian
nationality in 1991 (3,882 people gave Italian as their mother tongue), in 2002 it was 2,258
people (3,762 persons stated Italian as mother tongue). Similarly as in case of the Hungarian
community these data can be downplayed due to the creation of specific lists of voters who
want to partake on the election of an Italian representative in the lower chamber of the
Slovenian parliament. In 2008 2,767 people registered for election within this special
election unit; again, this number includes only persons aged 18 and older. Members of the
Italian minority live in three coastal municipalities (Koper, Piran, Portorož) and partially in
western Slovenia near the Italian border (Nova Gorica). The law ensures that in all
communes the deputy mayor has to be of Italian nationality (if the mayor is not of Italian
nationality). The umbrella organisation of Slovene Italians is the Coastal Self-Governing
Community of the Italian Nationality (Comunità Autogestita Costiera Della Nazionalità
Italiana), however, we must also mention cooperation with the Italian Union, which exist in
Slovenia as well as Croatia and follows up the Italian presence in Istria in particular.
As we have already mentioned, the Italian minority enjoys the privileges of education solely
in their native language. According to the Office for National Minorities data, 387 children
attended Italian pre-schools in 2009/10. We can thus see that despite the fact that three
times less people identify with the Italian minority in Slovenia than Hungarians, the Italian
pre-schools are more frequent than Slovene–Hungarian bilingual institutions. The reason
might be the status of the Italian language as a ‘major’ European language or the assumption
of some Slovene parents that learning Italian is useful l for their children. In the same year,
289 students went to Italian primary schools and 155 students attended t secondary schools
with Italian a language of instruction. Italian can also be studied at Ljubljana and Koper
universities. Compared with Slovene–Hungarian relations, a bilateral agreement enabling
Slovene Italians to study in greater numbers at Italian universities is still absent (Slovenia on
the other hand unilaterally provides major support to the education of Italian citizens of
Slovene nationality at universities in Slovenia).
A special channel of the RTV Slovenia in Koper (Capodostria) broadcasts 18 hours a day in
Italian and another TV channel broadcasts between 7.5 and 9 hours a day. Slovenia provides
specific support to the Italian national community – financial support of Italian cultural
activities not only in Slovenia but also in Croatia. This support goes to three organisations in
particular: EDIT publishing house, the Italian Theatre (both located in Rijeka) and the Centre
of Historical Research in Rovinj.

According to estimates some 12,000 Roma currently live in Slovenia and the numbers show a
significant increase. In 2000 the estimates were around 7 thousand (Cabada, 2000: 246–8).
In 1961 only 158 persons declared Roma nationality and in 1991 2,259 persons professed
Roma nationality (2,752 persons gave Romany as a native language), in 2002 3,246 persons
(3,832 persons stated Romany as their native language).
Despite Article 65 of the Constitution, the legal status of the Roma in Slovenia saw a complex
regulation only in 2007 when a Law on Roma Community was passed in Slovenia focusing
mainly on issues of education, employment, and protection of Romani culture and housing.
The law stipulates for the establishment of a special government commission for the
protection of the Roma community and he preparation of a program of national measures.
The law also enumeratively states those municipalities where a Romani representative is
elected in the council via a specific means. In 2007 the Roma Community Council of the
Republic of Slovenia was also founded in accord with the law to serve as the umbrella body
for all Slovene Roma.
As part of pre-school education Slovenia includes Romani children in standard pre-schools,
only one pre-school has been founded specially for Romani children. Primary schools offer a
voluntary class of Romani culture and in schools with a higher number of Romani students
positions of Roma assistant teachers or coordinators were created. The Slovene government
supports editorial activities such as publishing Romany books, fairy tales and stories etc. The
Ministry of Culture also supports publishing of the magazine called Roma World (Romano
Them), which is a press organ of the Union of Roma in Slovenia (Cabada 2000: 253).
All studies confirm a substantial difference between the situation of the Romani population
in Prekmurje (a long-term settlement with a significant integration of the Romani
population) and other regions of Slovenia. While the average unemployment of the Roma in
Slovenia is around 40% according to estimates (accurate numbers are not available), in
Prekmurje this number is much lower; e.g. the data acquired by the Employment Office in
Murska Sobota (Romi in brezposelnost v Pomurju 1995) show that the Roma represent a
fraction in terms of population of the Murska Sobota commune. However, Roma
unemployment is still three times higher than the average.
The high unemployment of the Slovene Roma needs to be put in perspective with their low
level of education. According to the data from the Ministry of Labour, Family and Social
Affairs three quarters of Slovene Roma do not finish elementary school, two per cent of
them get apprenticeship certificates and three per cent obtain a school-leaving certificate.
Only one in a thousand Slovene Roma students achieves a university degree. However, the
situation is improving, according to the ministry,, very slowly. The Slovene authorities have
set the increase of the percentage of Roma students who finish primary school and thus get
a basic literacy qualification as their goal.
The birth rate of Slovene Roma is only slightly higher than of the majority population.
Families with more than four children are an exception among Slovene Roma; on the
contrary, many Slovenes have – contrary to the Czech Republic for example – four and more
children. Research shows that in case of the Roma families the number of children is falling.

Considering the high mortality rate of young people, the Roma are a young population;
nearly one half did not yet reach the age of 18 (Cabada 2000: 252).
“As regards the attitude of the Slovene society towards the Roma, it is safe to say that most
Slovenes are indifferent to the Roma; only groups directly encountering Roma have a
stronger opinion. The Roma are generally perceived – directly in the spirit of the 65 Article of
the Constitution on the Roma ethnic minority – as a specific phenomenon, a cultural facet of
every European country, Slovenia as well, a phenomenon that evolves at the borderline of
the society, if not directly outside of it.” (Cabada 2000: 251).
We can thus see that three minorities acknowledged by the Constitution living in Slovenia
are showing rather significant differences in the comparative analysis, when it comes to their
rights and the enforcement of these, but also the problems they face. The most autonomous
situation and protection by the state can be seen in the case of the Italian minority. With a
slight exaggeration we can say that an ethnic Italian can live his or her whole life in a
completely Italian language background – get education only in Italian, from pre-school to
university, have access to Italian media both written and spoken, will do with only one
language when dealing with local authorities, etc. The protection of the rights of the
Hungarian minority is also at a high level, however, we can observe a substantial difference
in the politics of language – for the Hungarian minority the education is ensured in a
bilingual form; the state thus basically requests that every ethnic Hungarian also masters the
Slovene language.
The attitude to the Roma minority has been different since the sovereign Slovene political
system was established, as indicated by the Constitution and the transfer of the Roma
minority to the Article 65. While the Slovene political system’s attitude towards the Italian
and Hungarian minorities stems from their position as strong and constitutive
autochthonous minorities with a so-called native state and a strong interest in protection of
these minorities (Italy and Hungary belong to states with a high political interest and support
of ethnic minorities living on the territory of other states), the Roma minority was
accentuated as significantly different, but without a strong social or language or historical
foundation and without a strong political support and ability to politically highlight its
situation. The Slovene politics thus concentrated namely on social attributes of the Roma
community’s life within the country, completely within the framework of principles
promoted during the European integration process.

Conclusion
In the post-Yugoslav territory and also in the context of central and east Europe, i.e.
countries accessed to the EU after the process of democratisation and Europeanisation
between 2004/2007, Slovenia represents a country which opted for a very open attitude
towards some minorities living on its territory. The degree of positive discrimination chosen
by Slovenia towards the Italian and Hungarian minorities is fully comparable with the
approach to autochthonous minorities by e.g. Germany concerning the Danish minority in
the state of Schleswig-Holstein and – as highlighted by the Slovene politicians – higher than
which is enjoyed by e.g. the Slovene minority in Austria and even higher than the one in Italy

(Friuli-Giulia Venice region). It is the comparison of the status of the Italian minority in
Slovenia and the position of a relatively strong Slovene minority in Italy (some 80 to 100
thousand ethnic Slovenes live in northern Italy according to various estimations) that is often
used by the Slovene politicians as a sign of Slovenia not applying the reciprocity principle.
We have shown above that Slovenia also does not apply the equal positive discrimination
principle (differences in the rights of the Italian and Hungarian minorities to education in
their native language etc.), i.e. that the attitudes to the respective minorities or collective
ethno-language communities in Slovenia differ.
These are the very principles from which stems a repeatedly negative stance of the Slovene
politicians towards the possibility to constitutionally accept other minorities from the group
of the so-called new-age minorities. The most active in this sense are the
members of the strongest, Croatian minority. In March 2011 representatives of Croatian
unions in Slovenia requested constitutional recognition of Croatians as a minority while
emphasizing the aspects of legal protection of Slovenes in Croatia, implemented after the fall
of the Tudjman regime. The President of the National Assembly Pavel Gantar stressed that
Slovenia does not recognise the principle of full reciprocity. He noted that in such case
Slovenia would have to significantly limit the rights of e.g. ethnic Italians in Slovenia. We can
thus see that the Slovene political elite and public value the principle that the members of
modern post-Yugoslav minorities can be protected individually but they are not eligible for
the status of constitutionally protected minority. Such attitude – tied to the fact that at the
break of the millennium some problems and injustice done connected to Slovenia’s attitude
to the citizens of other Yugoslav nations living on its territory were solved (acceptance or
return of the permanent residency, granting citizenship etc.) – is fully acceptable according
to our judgement. At the same time, it could be compared to the attitude of other European
countries to the so-called new, autochthonous minorities.
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